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A dive into the past bringsback the expertise and craftsmanship
that made traditional mattresses famous. Vintage resumes the
values of Italian manufacturing tradition to create a top-quality
mattress. The tufting process is entirely hand-made: straps run
through the padding and the suspensions and are fixed on the
surface throughsmall cotton rosettes.Thisprocessstrengthensthe
structure of the mattress and guarantees stability and durability.
A comfortable pillow topwith Eden Wool padding completes this
greatmattress forunique and exclusive comfort.
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ST TECHNOLOGY TITANIUM SPRINGS

BONNEL SPRING SYSTEM

Pocketed springs in titanium alloy have double
duration than regular springs and ensure an ultra
comforting support, favoring optimal rest.

Themost popular spring system in the world as it
guaranteesreliability and durability over time.
Sturdy, silent, and elastic.

STIFFNESS

STIFFNESS



Evo de Luxe
A mattress designed and created for those who want the best
in terms of cleanliness and hygiene. The outer cover can be
removed thanks to a handy zipper and the top layer can be
washed at 40 C. The spring system is madewith independent
pocketed springs divided into 7 different loadbearing zones.



SIDE BAND

Matching the cover and equippedwith 4
handles.

WASHABILITY 60° C

The lower layer of the cover and side band
aremachine washable at 60°C.

7-ZONESPRING SYSTEM

Independent pocketed springswith 7
different loadbearingzones.

REMOVABLE UPPER LAYER

Handy zipper all around. Hypoallergenic
lining andquilted paddingwith a layer of
Soy MemoryTouch.

COMFORTPROFILE IN AQUATECH
ON BOTH SIDES

Infinite micro-massagepoints and
guaranteedbreathability thanks to the
peculiar making of theAquatech® layer.

LOWER PANEL IN SOLOTEXTM

SolotexTM hypoallergenic padding.
Theupholstery andpadding guarantee
hygiene, freshness, and an always dry
microclimate.

STRETCH SYSTEM
Handcrafted
outer cover

Made for the pleasure of sleeping
n° 2105515
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Sbadiglio
The mattress is characterized by a soft and elegant quilted top
padding with an exclusive plain-colored side-band. The internal
structure is made of independent pocketed springswith different
loadbearingzones, combinedonthe upper side with a layer of Soy
MemoryTouchthat adapts to the diverse bodybuilds.



SIDE BAND WITH HANDLES

Provided with practical handles that allow
easy rotation of the mattress.

7-ZONESPRING SYSTEM

Independent pocketed springswith 7
different loadbearingzones.

QUILTING

Thehigh-quality deepquilting enhances
the features of the elegant fabric.

SOY MEMORY

Theupper layer madeof Soy MemoryTouch
with an embossed finishing, gently contours
with bodypressure to avoid compressions
along the spine.

SIDE BAND

SPRING SYSTEM
7-zoneindependent
pocketed springs

Elegant and peculiar
in plain color

A restful sleep, a peaceful awakening...

QUALITY TAILORING

Meticulously checked andhand-finished
to ensure a high standard of quality and
attention to detail.

ÖEKO-TEX STANDARD 100

Only successfully tested products can
exhibit the Öeko-TexStandard100 class
I certification, ensuringthe absence of
harmful and dangerous substances.
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